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This handout will help you get started with R syntax. There are many details that I
cannot cover in these short notes. This handout parallels the SPSS handout I prepared for
Psychology 613.

How to get R?

R is an open source, free statistics program. It can be downloaded at
http://www.R-project.org/. Go the CRAN section of the website.
You will also want to download Rstudio, which provides a graphical interface to working

with R, including an editor, output window, help window and plot window. Rstudio also
interfaces with tools that help with version control (useful when multiple people are working
on the same R project), tools for writing R packages, and tools for writing reports in R.
Basically, Rstudio is an integrated development environment for working with R. Rstudio is
open source and available at http://www.rstudio.com/.

R syntax

R syntax is relatively simple though not straightforward if you are new to programming.
Syntax provides a concise way to tell people exactly which analyses you ran, easily recreate
analyses, and run analyses more efficiently.

There is a package that provides an SPSS-like user interface called RCmdr. I recommend
learning the syntax first. As with SPSS, there are many things that you will need to do that
are not possible in the RCmdr interface so you will need to use syntax even if you use the
“point and click” approach.

1. General tips

(a) R syntax is case sensitive. So “name” is not equal to “NAME” and not equal to
“Name”.

(b) There is good documentation on each command. Type the name of the command
with an initial question mark, as in ?hist and you will see detailed information
on the hist() function.
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2. Entering data

For small data sets you can enter data directly into vectors (aka columns).

heights <- c(62, 70, 59, 65, 68)

heights

## [1] 62 70 59 65 68

The first line of the syntax creates a new variable named heights with five data points.
The second line prints the contents of heights to the output window.

For larger data sets you can save the data into a separate text file, which can be comma
or tab delimited. For example, the command

data <- read.csv("FILENAME")

can read in a csv file and store the contents into a new R object called data. If you
type data < − read.csv(”FILENAME”,header=T), the first row will be used as names
for each column. Otherwise if you type read.csv(”FILENAME”), you’ll need to add
column names in the R console window with

names(data) <- c("VAR1", "VAR2", "VAR3")

where VAR1 corresponds to the first variable name, etc; there need to be as many
variable names as there are columns in the object data.

FILENAME is a file that resides in the current working directory, otherwise you’ll need
to specify the complete path so R can find the file as in
read.csv("C:\\working\\data\\FILENAME").

I believe that on PC one can either use double back slashes \\ or single forward slash
/ will work c:/rich/working. It seems that for Mac and Linux the forward slash

format is the only one that works.

The most common culprit of the R can’t find the file error is that you didn’t specify
the path to the file so R doesn’t know where the file is located.

R can also read in an SPSS sav file, convenient of you’ve already created a data file
where you named all variables, coded them, etc. You need to use the foreign library
as in

library(foreign)

data <- read.spss("FILENAME")
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3. Attaching data

R distinguishes objects from their content. So if you read in a file with multiple columns
of data and store it into an object called data, R only recognizes the object data not the
contents of data. In order to access the contents you either need to attach the object
or refer to contents individually. To attach a data file you merely type the command
attach(data). To refer to individual elements of data you type data$content as in
data$heights if you want to access the heights column in data.

Here is an example. I will create an object data that has two columns, height and
weight.

height<- c(62, 70, 59, 65, 68)

weight <- c(135, 180, 130, 155, 210)

data <- cbind(height,weight)

data

## height weight

## [1,] 62 135

## [2,] 70 180

## [3,] 59 130

## [4,] 65 155

## [5,] 68 210

Right now there three objects active in R: the variable height, the variable weight, and
the matrix of two columns data, which contains height in the first column and weight
in the second column.

height

## [1] 62 70 59 65 68

weight

## [1] 135 180 130 155 210

data

## height weight

## [1,] 62 135

## [2,] 70 180

## [3,] 59 130

## [4,] 65 155

## [5,] 68 210
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Now let’s delete height and weight using the remove command rm(), and print out the
three objects again to see what happens.

rm(height,weight)

height

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’height’ not found

weight

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’weight’ not found

data

## height weight

## [1,] 62 135

## [2,] 70 180

## [3,] 59 130

## [4,] 65 155

## [5,] 68 210

You can see the individual height and weight variables are no longer present, but the
object data includes the height and weight variables as part of its contents.

We can access the contents of data by using the dollar sign syntax. We first need to
save data as a a data.frame object in R. You can see that the variable height by itself
is not accessible but data$height is accessible.

data <- data.frame(data)

height

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’height’ not found

data$height

## [1] 62 70 59 65 68

weight

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’weight’ not found

data$weight

## [1] 135 180 130 155 210
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Another way to access the contents of data is to attach the data object

height

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’height’ not found

weight

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’weight’ not found

attach(data)

height

## [1] 62 70 59 65 68

weight

## [1] 135 180 130 155 210

We can detach an object through the detach command and then height is no longer
available.

height

## [1] 62 70 59 65 68

detach(data)

height

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’height’ not found

Another way to access contents is through the with() command

height

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object ’height’ not found

with(data,print(height))

## [1] 62 70 59 65 68

There is much more to cover on these issues but you can learn them later.
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4. Labeling variables

The best way to label variables in R is to use descriptive variable names such as
HeightInches. There is no limit to the number of characters in a variagle name.

5. Labeling values of a variable

It is a good idea to label codes used for group membership. In R one way to do that is
directly in the data entry, e.g., writing out “male” or “female” rather than use codes
such as 1 or 2.

If you already have codes in the data, you can recode with commands such as

#creates a variable gender with five 1s and five 2s

gender <- c(rep(1,5),rep(2,5))

gender

## [1] 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

gendernew <- ifelse(gender==1,"male","female")

gendernew

## [1] "male" "male" "male" "male" "male" "female" "female" "female"

## [9] "female" "female"

6. Defining missing values

Missing values are entered in the data file as NA. If codes such as 999 are in data you
will need to change those codes to NA. For example,

#make a variable x with numbers 1 to 5 for illustration

x <- 1:5

x

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5

x <- c(x,999)

x

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 999

#taking a mean of this variable is meaningless because the 999 is

#treated as data rather than missing

mean(x)

## [1] 169
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x[x==999] <- NA

x

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 NA

#some commands don't like NA and don't report back anything

#if there are missing data

mean(x)

## [1] NA

mean(x,na.rm=T)

## [1] 3

7. Performing transformations

Transformation are easy in R

x.sq <- x^2

x.sqrt <- sqrt(x)

x.log <- log(x)

8. Obtaining descriptive statistics for continuous variables

Common R commands for descriptive statistics are mean(), median(), var(), max(),
min(), range(), where you enter variable name inside the parentheses as in mean(x).

Issues with missing data are one of the most common questions people have when
learning R. So to reiterate the previous section, some R commands are fussy about
missing data. If you want the command to ignore missing data then you have to tell
the command explicitly to ignore missing data through the na.rm=TRUE argument.

test <- c(1,2,3,4,5)

mean(test)

## [1] 3

test <- c(test, NA)

test

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 NA

mean(test)
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## [1] NA

mean(test, na.rm=TRUE)

## [1] 3

9. Getting frequencies for categorical variables

gendernew

## [1] "male" "male" "male" "male" "male" "female" "female" "female"

## [9] "female" "female"

table(gendernew)

## gendernew

## female male

## 5 5

10. Obtaining a cross-tabulation between two categorical variables

Simply include two variables in the table command. For example, the command

x <- c(1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,4,4)

table(x,gendernew)

## gendernew

## x female male

## 1 0 4

## 2 2 1

## 3 1 0

## 4 2 0

gives a count of variable x separately for males and females.

11. Producing a histogram

hist(x)

12. Creating side-by-side boxplots

boxplot(x~gender)

will produce separate boxplots by gender.
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13. Generating a scatterplot.

One can specify horizontal and vertical variables in the plot using this command syntax
(put the variable you want on the horizontal axis, i.e., the predictor, first then the
variable you want on the vertical axis second).

There are fancier ways of producting plots (e.g., ggplot2) but here I’ll just focus on the
relatively simple, built-in plotting commands.

plot(x,y),

or equivalently, one can use the structural model notation (in this case vertical variable
is listed first then the horizontal variable, or the predictor),

plot(y ~ x).

The command ?plot privdes more information on the plot command.

14. Adding a line to a plot

The abline() command can add a regression line to an existing plot.

#first make up some data

x <- rnorm(20)

x

## [1] 0.67769730 -0.09941844 -1.42115160 0.44831490 -1.65723443 -2.49789333

## [7] 3.11221764 -0.49566875 0.01341134 -0.96689456 -1.21826215 -0.86057706

## [13] 0.17061960 0.48346050 -1.03110159 0.63499868 -0.67449760 0.37192011

## [19] -0.65119657 -1.73247214

y <- x*2 + 1 + rnorm(20,0,.2)

y

## [1] 2.1921010 0.8292310 -2.0153511 2.1208649 -2.2051234 -4.0304923

## [7] 7.2223848 -0.5993840 1.0755013 -0.8000666 -1.2563957 -0.5844151

## [13] 1.5285915 1.9527734 -0.8768317 2.4152981 -0.9106372 1.6049768

## [19] -0.4689771 -2.5580029

#generate plot

plot(x,y)

#superimpose regression line

abline(lm(y~x),col="blue")
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#same plot using structural model notation

plot(y ~ x)

#superimpose regression line

abline(lm(y~x),col="blue")
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One can superimpose multiple lines or ablines onto an existing plot. This is helpful to
illustrate multiple groups or multiple regression models.

15. Splitting observations into strata, so that analyses will be repeated for each stratum
separately.

The by() command is helpful for this.

x <- rnorm(20)

gender <- c(rep("male",10),rep("female",10))

mean(x)

## [1] 0.1745272
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by(x,gender,mean)

## gender: female

## [1] 0.2330329

## ------------------------------------------------------------

## gender: male

## [1] 0.1160215

16. Using “if then” logic

The general syntax is “if (logical condition) commands else commands”.

x <- 5

if (x==5) print("hello") else print("good bye")

## [1] "hello"

It is possible to include multiple commands by using curly brackets as in

if (x==5) {
print("hello")

hist(y)

median(z)

} else {
print("good bye")

table(gender)

}

I formatted the spacing and line breaks to make it easier to read. R does not care
about spaces and line breaks.

If there is no else, it can be omitted. So fine to just say the following if you only want
something to happen if the condition is TRUE.

x <- 6

if (x==5) print("hello")

17. Reading characters in a data file

Fine to have characters or strings, just be sure to include them in quotation marks.

names <- c("rich","josh","brian")

names
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## [1] "rich" "josh" "brian"

names <- c(names, "first last")

names

## [1] "rich" "josh" "brian" "first last"

18. Factors

I recommend defining as factors() variables that will be used as factors in analyses. For
example, you may have a factor that takes on levels low, medium and high. You code
the three groups as 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Some R functions will not know whether
the variable coded 1, 2 or 3 should be treated as a numeric variable or as a factor.
Would a mean of a factor make any sense? In a regression, should the 1, 2, and 3 be
treated as a single numeric predictor or as a factor with two orthogonal contrasts?

#set up a variable with three groups, 10 subjects each

group <- c(rep(1,10),rep(2,10),rep(3,10))

group

## [1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

#does a mean make sense here?

mean(group)

## [1] 2

group.factor <- factor(group,labels=c("low","medium","high"),levels=1:3)

group.factor

## [1] low low low low low low low low low low

## [11] medium medium medium medium medium medium medium medium medium medium

## [21] high high high high high high high high high high

## Levels: low medium high

#mean no longer computes, which makes sense

mean(group.factor)

## Warning in mean.default(group.factor): argument is not numeric or logical:

returning NA

## [1] NA
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#contrasts are defined for the factor but not the variable

contrasts(group.factor)

## medium high

## low 0 0

## medium 1 0

## high 0 1

contrasts(group)

## Error in contrasts(group): contrasts apply only to factors

#R chooses dummy contrasts by default, you can specify your own orthogonal set as in

newset <- cbind(c(1,0,-1),c(1,-2,1))

colnames(newset) <- c("C1:low v high", "C2:medium v average low and high")

contrasts(group.factor) <- newset

contrasts(group.factor)

## C1:low v high C2:medium v average low and high

## low 1 1

## medium 0 -2

## high -1 1

19. Defining functions

A convenient feature in R is that you can collect several commands into a function
that you can then use repeatedly.

This function illustrates the basic outline. It takes two variables, produces a scatterplot,
superimposes the regression line, and prints the means in title. This example illustrates
how to setup default action (such as the title) and make it something that you can
edit as needed in future function calls.

#a simple function; 2nd and 3rd line print the variance of each variance

myplot <- function(x,y,title.firstline="My Plot") {
print(var(x))

print(var(y))

plot(x,y)

abline(lm(y~x),col="blue")

title(paste(title.firstline,"\n","mean x = ", round(mean(x),2),"; mean y = ", round(mean(y),2)))

}

#now create some data for illustration

var1 <- rnorm(10)
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var2 <- rnorm(10)

myplot(var1,var2)

## [1] 1.747204

## [1] 0.83007
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My Plot 
 mean x =  0.04 ; mean y =  0.35

#same function if I want to use new variables, or a different first line

myplot(var1,var2,title.firstline="A different title")

## [1] 1.747204

## [1] 0.83007
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A different title 
 mean x =  0.04 ; mean y =  0.35
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